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Spot the Bubble 

Recently there has been growing chatter among the talking heads and others about whether stocks are in a 

bubble.  Clearly following a 29% rise so far in 2013 (and the year’s not yet over) the market’s not as cheap as 

it was. David Einhorn, president of hedge fund Greenlight Capital, hedged his bets by stating that, “…certain 

stocks…are behaving in a bubble-like fashion.” Jesse Columbo was more forthright, asserting recently in 

Forbes that stocks, “…are undoubtedly experiencing a massive bubble.”  Around the same time Robert 

Lenzner explained (also in Forbes) that there was no bubble. Forbes obviously intends to get it right.  

Bubbles need not be confined to equities though. The biggest bubble might well be in bonds. Over the past 

five years, from November 2008 shortly after the collapse of Lehman through October 2013, $983 billion has 

flowed into bond mutual funds according to the ICI website (although in 2013 flows have been modestly 

negative). This $1 trillion of private money has been supplemented by the Federal Reserve, whose balance 

sheet has grown by $2.5 trillion over the same period. What could be more indicative of a bubble than when 

the public and private sectors are competing with one another to invest in the same asset class? Paying up for 

fixed income is less justifiable than overpaying for equities where one at least has the hope for appreciation.  

In the best case scenario for bonds you get your principal returned along with the coupons.  While fixed 

income savers may lament today’s paltry interest rates, collectively they have been engaged in their own form 

of Quantitative Easing, aiding the Fed in its repression of 

fixed income yields.  

Don’t assume that all the expressed concern about the Fed 

“tapering” its $85 billion monthly buying program means 

that investors are well positioned for rising rates. Even 

with a positive yield curve, it doesn’t take much of a hike 

in bond yields to wipe out what little interest income is on 

offer. A mere 0.40% jump in ten year government bond 

yields is enough to drive the one year holding period down 

to 0%. For high grade corporate bonds, whose slightly 

higher yields provide somewhat more protection, a 0.50% 

rise eliminates any return. There’s reason to believe that 

many investors are ill-prepared for a weaker bond market. 

In a recent Wall Street Journal survey, 72% of respondents 

were worried about a big drop in stocks while only 28% were concerned about bond prices falling when rates 

rise (i.e. many people don’t get that price versus yield thing).  

Current pricing offers scant return for the risks involved. But in addition, if ten year treasuries are to provide a 

2% positive real return (i.e. after inflation), the current yield of 2.7% implies inflation over the next ten years 

of less than 1%. The kind of anemic GDP growth necessary to maintain such low inflation is unlikely to bring 

unemployment down and will be politically increasingly unacceptable. 2.7% almost challenges the buyer to 

bet on a quiescent country willingly accepting slow growth without complaint. An increasing tolerance for 

fiscal risks in order to boost both inflation and GDP growth would likely gather political support under such 

circumstances. Accepting a future of reduced ambition is not a vote-winner. Americans are rarely so patient.  

The bond market is not the only likely bubble. Hedge funds are closing in on their eleventh consecutive year 

of failing to beat a simple 60/40 stocks/bonds allocation. There are no doubt some truly talented hedge fund 

managers, but the diversified portfolio of big, established hedge funds long ago ceased to be additive to the 

 

Analyzing Social Media Stocks 

http://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2013/11/21/david-einhorn-some-stocks-behaving-in-bubble-like-fashion/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jessecolombo/2013/10/08/why-stocks-are-undoubtedly-experiencing-a-massive-bubble/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/robertlenzner/2013/10/29/the-making-of-a-bubble-in-todays-record-high-stock-market/
http://www.ici.org/research/stats/flows/flows_11_20_13
http://blogs.wsj.com/totalreturn/2013/11/19/poll-are-you-more-worried-about-stocks-or-bonds/
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typical institutional portfolio. Today’s $2.5 trillion in hedge fund assets hoping for the consensus 7% annual 

return is assuming $175 billion in annual profit after fees, or about $270 billion before fees, almost exactly 

the GDP of Chile. Financial markets are big to be sure, but probably not so inefficient as to allow Chile-sized 

arbitrage and relative value returns year after year. The collective assumption by hedge fund investors to the 

contrary must represent a bubble of its own.  

A year ago Newsweek wrote about, “…the Coming Burst of the College Bubble.” No doubt college tuition 

and student debt have been increasing at unsustainable rates. Total student loans outstanding recently hit $1 

trillion. The Federal Reserve didn’t even measure the figure separately until 2004 when it was around $350 

billion. The ready access to credit afforded students certainly represents an appealing public policy but has 

also allowed many colleges to operate with substantially reduced financial discipline as eye-watering annual 

price hikes have been readily accepted by young customers able to spread repayments over most of their 

working lives.  

Iowa farmland has had a good decade or so as well, rising fourfold since 2000 and 20% this year according to 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Low interest rates don’t only help financial assets, and combined with 

rising output they’ve caused a repricing in America’s heartland.  

David Einhorn may be prescient in noting that some stocks are in a bubble. We wrote about Amazon’s 

valuation last month, but the entire social media sector looks very late 1990s. Facebook (FB), LinkedIn 

(LNKD), Twitter (TWTR) and others defy conventional analysis. FB has a forward P/E of 40, LNKD 96 and 

TWTR the ubiquitous “N/A” as sported by any self-respecting new paradigm. There may be an “E” in 

Twitter, but not in TWTR’s P/E ratio. The bulls in these stocks will no doubt make money before the bears, 

but being sufficiently nimble to exit elegantly is not our calling.  

Like most money managers, we prefer to identify bubbles around us while maintaining that what we own is 

very definitely not bubble-like. In fact, by contrast with some of the markets listed above we think we are 

invested in securities that are perhaps even cheap, or at least relatively attractively valued. Today’s 

diminutive U.S. government interest rates, which are the foundation of all asset pricing, are intended to drive 

up the prices of other investments. Virtually every investor must by now have a plan for confronting the 

eventual rise in interest rates. This could include investing globally in search of business cycle diversification, 

holding short positions as a hedge or a determination to listen hard for that bell that’s supposed to ring at the 

market’s top (even though it never does).  

Recently over a dinner conversation about investing (there’s a shock) I recounted one of the many fascinating 

insights of Behavioral Finance, that women are on average better investors than men. Wives are rarely 

surprised to learn this, while the acceptance of the husband often depends on his investment results. It turns 

out that making overly confident predictions about many things (not just equities) is a masculine trait but not 

necessarily a financially rewarding one. Since women are apparently less certain of their own forecasts, they 

invest so as to be less exposed to their own forecasting error. It’s in part why men never stop to ask for 

directions to the occasional frustration or amusement of their spouses, although the advent of GPS technology 

has helped with matrimonial harmony in the car.  

Similarly, we think we have identified potential bubbles in the areas mentioned above and have therefore 

invested safely away from them. In looking for businesses with reliable earnings, good prospects and sensibly 

low leverage, we’re incorporating some downside protection so that if we’re wrong and things burst 

indiscriminately, what we own will maintain profitability and fare relatively better. It means foregoing stocks 

like LNKD (up 91% so far in 2013). Behavioral finance teaches less certainty about the future, especially 

over the near term. Being in touch with your feminine side means convictions are held more modestly. Over 

the long run though, equities (excluding a few names such as those mentioned above) must be the most 

promising investment to stay ahead of inflation and taxes.  

 

http://www.newsweek.com/megan-mcardle-coming-burst-college-bubble-64671

